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Cinto exceeds expectations for a chair in its class. Designed to move with 

the body and minimize pressure points, Cinto breaks the number one rule 

for stacking chairs—it’s comfortable!

Designed by the Humanscale Design Studio
An award-winning team of designers and engineers from around the globe, the Humanscale 

Design Studio infuses unique perspectives into every one of our forms. The Design Studio develops 

high-performance workplace solutions that boast intuitive operation and effortless functionality, 

hallmarks of Humanscale’s design philosophy.



A stackable seating solution that offers automatically adjusting lumbar support, Cinto delivers unsurpassed ergonomic comfort. Meaning “belt” 

in Spanish, Cinto features a floating backrest, connected to the chair’s frame via a flexible belt, that adjusts to the body for perfect support. 

Cinto is Designed to fit 95% of the office population (5’0” - 6’4” height, 100 lbs. to 300 lbs. weight)

Floating Backrest Technology

Traditional stacking chairs sacrifice comfort for 

convenience. Cinto’s innovative design and 

ergonomic features encourage both.

Sit Comfortably, Then Stack

With a built-in handle, Cinto can be easily moved or stowed. Save space by 

stacking up to six freestanding Cinto chairs in any compact space or up to 

15 with the optional Cinty Dolly.

Stacking Convenience



Customize Cinto
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Frame Styles

Four legs with glides

Four legs with casters

Sled base

Arm Styles

Fixed Arms

Armless

Frame Color

Silver

Black

Cinto is available in a wide range of configurations to accommodate virtually any commercial or residential environment.

Seat Pan and Backrest Color  

Red

White

Yellow

Taupe

Light Blue

Dark Blue 

Light Gray

Gray

Black 

4

Note: Belt is Black on Black Seat Backs,    
Gray on all others

5 Upgrade

CAL 133-approved plastics available



Humanscale is committed to environmental sustainability and continually strives to design, engineer and manufacture 

products that—consume less of the Earth’s limited resources. This is accomplished by creating products that:

 Weigh less and require less raw material

 Ship as efficiently as possible

 Have timeless design and durable construction so they have to be replaced less frequently

 Contains recycled content

Environmental profile for the Cinto chair:

 Lightweight, reducing carbon footprint in shipping

 Quick and easy to disassemble with clear recycling guidelines

 Easily replaceable components

 Humanscale will assist the owner to ensure Cinto is disposed of for the highest level of reuse

 Certified by GREENGUARD and BIFMA level® 

 Can earn points toward LEED Certification in a number of areas

Cinto and the Environment

Proud Supporter of:

Creating a more comfortable place to work  800.400.0625   humanscale.com

Cinto Dolly
Load up to 15 Cintos on the optional Cinto Dolly for easy mobility and storage convenience. 
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